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ECG VP S1010
Floor vacuum cleaner
Product code: 100000892802
EAN: 8592131307858









Compact dimensions, low weight

Highly efficient 800 W motor

Power regulation

Bag volume: 1.5 l

 Bag vacuum cleaner

 Compact dimensions, low weight

 Highly efficient 800 W motor

 Power regulation

 Automatic cable rewind

 1 parking position

 Suction power: 16,5 kPa (180W
±30W)

 Two-part plastic tube

 Rubber wheels for easy moving

 Full dust bag indicator

 Dust bag volume: 1.5 l

 Working range: 7.5 m

 Filters: motor filter (foam), outlet
dust filter HEPA filter F7, paper bag

1.5 l
 Bag type: EC22S, SWIRL Y 45

 Power cable length: 5 m

 Overheat protection

 Accessories:

- combined plastic tube with 23 mm

diameter

- floor brush

- narrow multi-purpose brush

 Noise level: ≤80 dB

 Nominal voltage: 220–240 V~
50/60 Hz

 Nominal input power: 800 W

 Product dimensions (h × w × d):
31.1 × 24.5 × 20.4 cm

 Weight: 3.1 kg
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Technical specification

Nominal power
input (W) 800

Maximal power
input (W) 800

Voltage/Frequency 220-240 ~ 50-60

Power supply Cord

Power cord length
(m) 5

Noise level (dB) <80

Fuse Yes

Product specification

Nozzle type telescopic/plastic

Radius 7,5

HEPA filter HEPA filter F7

Dust bag or dust
container volume
(l) Yes

Power regulation 1,5

Full dust bag
indicator Yes

Suction power (W) Yes

Design

Colour White/Black

Material Plastic

Accessories

Hard floors nozzle Yes

Floor brush Yes

Turbo brush No

245

311

204

4.1

Weight & dimensions

WIDTH (MM)

HEIGHT (MM)

LENGTH (MM)

WEIGHT (KG)

283

270

444

4.8

Weight & dimensions 

(Brutto)

WIDTH WITH PACKAGING (MM)

HEIGHT WITH PACKAGING (MM)

DEPTH WITH PACKAGING (MM)

WEIGHT WITH PACKAGING (KG)
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Compact and powerful vacuum cleaner
The ECG VP S1010 bag vacuum cleaner is small and weighs only 3.1 kg, but thanks to the 800 W
power it can handle all kinds of dirt. In addition, you can easily regulate its power as needed. The
handling of the vacuum cleaner is facilitated by two rear rubber wheels.  

Thanks to the 5 m power cable and the total action radius of 7.5 m, you can vacuum the entire room
without having to plug the vacuum cleaner into another outlet. The foam motor filter and the output
F7 HEPA dust filter ensure perfect filtration.

Large volume dirt bag
The dust bag with a capacity of 1.5 l can hold a large amount of dirt, so there is no need to change
it too often. A practical indicator alerts you when the dust bag is full. Compatible bags for this
model of vacuum cleaner are Koma EC22S and Swirl Y 45.  

In addition to the ECG VP S1010 vacuum cleaner itself and the plastic extendable tube, you will also find other
practical accessories in the package. It includes combined floor nozzle with 32 mm diameter and a dust brush.
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